
Original Signed Play Manuscript!

This is what you’ve been looking for: An Original play Manuscript written by the playwright,
Roger Iverson. I can attest to its complete authenticity because I am he!… Or, rather, he is me!
Or, well… I am Roger Iverson and this is one of my plays.

I should tell you a bit about the play, I suppose. The play you are bidding on, and I do hope you
will, is called, Window of Opportunity. It’s quite funny, even clever. Thinking about it just now
makes me have a light heart and smile. Wouldn’t you like a light heart and smile, also? Of course
you would. Get this play!

Without giving too much of the idea away, suffice it to say Window of Opportunity is about a
man and a woman. Now that’s a good start, don’t you agree? Many of Western Civilization’s
greatest theatrical triumphs have been about men and/or women! Imagine the countless
possibilities! Why, just sitting here writing this. the ‘countless possibilities’ boggle my mind! So
there you have it. It’s about a man and a woman.

But wait. There’s more.

You see, this man loves the woman and the woman loves the man. They each love one another. A
lot. But they have this problem, you see. They have this negative problem that’s kind of, well,
negative. This problem is the dramatic engine around which the play revolves.

There are lots of funny little bits, though! Don’t forget: It’s Funny! Just now I would be
chuckling out loud thinking about it if I weren’t concentrating so vehemently on spelling words
like ‘vehemently’.

So there’s this problem… Let’s just call it an issue. They have this issue that they are trying to
work out together. And, you see, that’s the whole show, they try to work out their issue together!
Isn’t that nice? A couple trying to work out their problem, or issue, together?
And lots of funny stuff is sprinkled here and there. Just thinking about all the laughs it gets
makes me feel almost, but not quite, giddy. And the laughs, they do come a-roll’n!

Did I mention Window has been successfully produced several times? And I do mean
Successfully Produced! It has even won different awards! Let’s see what Tom Stoppard tries to
sell you. Or Neil Simon, or David Mamet or Paula Vogal! They’d probably try to sell you some
early, really boring work that never won any awards. Not me! Window is an award winner!

So, here is what you get. I will print this play on my very own printer, here at home. It will be on
white paper in approved theater play manuscript format. I will bind it. If you pay a lot of money



it will be a nice binding. I’ll even sign and number it for you. Heck! I’ll stitch my name on the
first page if you pay the ‘Buy it Now’ price!
What you’re not buying are any of the rights. All rights, I retain. This play, Window of
Opportunity, written by me, shall remain my intellectual property and shall be treated as such.
You may not put on a show, or film or read aloud for profit or record in any way, shape or form
Window of Opportunity. It Just Can’t Happen… Unless, of course, you talk me into it and get me
to sign something formal and blah, blah and blah.

There it is. You could do worse than to support the arts! In this awful era where grade school
music is abandoned and playhouses close, like Tacoma Actors Guild, the arts community needs
sturdy stalwarts like you. Think of this as your window of opportunity to become a Patron of the
Arts! You could be a modern day Franz Joseph!

Then when you leave this manuscript, your manuscript --my play, your script-- laying around
wistfully open to a particularly eloquent scene, people, highly influential people, will notice you
with fresh appreciation. Friends will gravitate towards you and hold you in high esteem as a
learned, active intellectual. (Don’t read ‘Learned’ as two syllables… That’s too intellectual!)
Imagine yourself knowingly nodding to them, saying, “I just picked it up for pennies.”

And actually it is just for pennies! If you figure in how many words there are, or how many
gazillion hours it took me to write, rewrite, re-rewrite, scrub, wax and polish… If you figure in
all this work and time, the quantity of quality words used, you’re getting this manuscript for
mere fractions of pennies! …Or so…

But if you want a different play, maybe one for kids or one for church, let me know. I have a lot
of quality, heart-felt, clever, piquant, penetrating plays that are pre-written and ready to post.

And they’re funny! Don’t forget funny!


